SONIA KOVALEVSKY DAY

Registration is open!

Register by March 6th for a day full of interactive presentations, problem solving, games, and interactions with a panel of professionals with math-related jobs!

T-shirt, breakfast, and lunch provided. Attendees are eligible for prizes!

WHAT
The 17th Annual Sonia Kovalevsky High School Mathematics Day

WHO
High school aged women, their educators, and parents or guardians

WHEN
Saturday, March 30th, 2024

WHERE
University of Iowa Campus (in person)
Iowa City, IA

ORGANIZED BY
Margarita Bustos Gonzalez, Adriana Fernandez I Quero, Joseph Small, Dr. Tong Li

Who was Sonia Kovalevsky?
Sonia Kovalevsky was a renowned mathematician, writer, and advocate for woman’s rights

Objective
Promote career opportunities in math and science to young women.

Cost:
Nothing!

Register:
SoniaKovalevskyDay@gmail.com

Learn More:
math.uiowa.edu/sk-day